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The Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
of Ukraine-Liberland and the Liberland FM
Radio Team present a service:

White Label Music Radio Station
 for micronation or for your company



You come up with the idea for the radio 
station and we turn the idea into reality 

and take care of all the operational work.



  Website creation and maintenance
Recording audio jingles with the name of your            

radio, ads and announcements
   Change of jingles

  Coordinating and creating 
playlists

  Attracting performers, recording greetings 
to listeners of your radio station

  Creating and 
maintaining your radio's accounts on social 

media



Creating and maintaining video clips
with the logos of your 
radio station
Switching on live DJs 
or fully automated radio

Promotion of your radio
Recording interviews 
with performers (audio/video format)

 Setting up broadcasting on multiple sites
Maintaining your accounts on online music 
platforms
 Maintaining your accounts on podcast platforms

Listing your radio in radio 
        station directories



Podcasting

      Creating 
your radio app
for 
Android/iOS
       Tracking 
broadcasts,
compiling
 statistics 



 Creating an annual media book for your radio station 
with a collection of performers with personalized 
greetings 
for your audience
 Any broadcast language

      All you have to 
do is brag to your friends or partners 

that you own
radio station      

 



 Why do you need a radio station?

For a micronation like Lieberland, it is prestige and 
awareness of having their own media. It is also a 

means to build a loyal audience or to inform about 
important events in the country.

.
For your company it is prestige, attracting listeners, 
informing your listeners, building customer loyalty 

and return

Creating and strengthening your brand



We provide discounts if White Label radio station is 
ordered in a complex with advertising model trains 

from Liberland Railways

https://www.iccukraine-liber.land/liberland-railways-liberlendskie-zheleznye-dorogi/
https://www.iccukraine-liber.land/liberland-railways-liberlendskie-zheleznye-dorogi/


Creating a White Label enterprise 
with your company name or with 

the name of your micronation.

We offer the creation of a translation agency 
and marketing agency under your brand.
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There is a discount 
for all services



Contacts:
Liberland FM

Ukraine-Liberland Chamber 
of Commerce

ukraine@liberland.org 
4, of 15 Oleksandrivsky av Odesa, 

Ukraine 
 62, of 3 Bratya Gospodinovi str, 

Byala, Varna, Bulgaria
https://liberland.fm

https://www.iccukraine-liber.land

https://www.iccukraine-liber.land
https://liberland.fm



